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September 2022 | Emiliano (Max) Martinez-Rivera

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would like to share with you my takeaways from the Design strategy and innovation conference that took place this past June in Amsterdam titled “Meaninful relationships”



Location
Royal Tropical Institute (also called Tropen or KIT on the web) in Amsterdam.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It was great to be back at a in-person conference after so many years (2019)Last time was the same location but it is always impressive this fantastic building again.



Evolving UX
Ronnie Battista 
Emcee, Global XD Lead 
Slalom
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“What is it 
that you do?”

“This is how 
we do it”

From

To 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ronnie was the presenter. One of the this he mentioned was how he feels the shift is happening at the moment. The evolution: From we want a seat at the table to what is it that you do to This is how we do it



Speakers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There where several great invited speakers.



Speakers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ll share with you the my main takeaways from each from each with a slide that I found interesing



Strategic Design: Trends and innovations
Josephine Scholtes
Design Strategist
Microsoft

• Humanity Centred Design

• Need Based Personas

• Inclusive Design

• Unintended Consequences

• Circular Design Strategies
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Humanity Centred Design: this is no longer about the individual but about communities and the resulting complex problems. By analyzing the "human-caused system", the real problem is discovered that you can then tackle with targeted interventions.Need Based Personas: Go beyond demographic personas by focusing on shared needs. This type of persona works better when designing new situations because it removes unconscious biases. One way to create need based personas is with the Morphological Tension Model.Inclusive design: is a framework to design for the widest possible group of people. As an example, Josephine gave the design for people with a permanent, temporary or situational disability and how you can incorporate this into typical design deliverables such as personas, empathy maps and customer journeys.Unintended Consequences: when designing, you not only have to take into account the outcomes of thoughtful and targeted actions, but also the possible, probable, desirable and plausible. A method that you can use is the Futures Cone and as an example she gave the A.I. guidelines from Microsoft.Circular Design Strategies: you can use it to reduce the negative environmental impact of your designs as much as possible. This has become even more important as the focus of designers broadens from products to organizations and economic systems. A good starting point for circular design are the guidelines.



Design-Led Digital Transformation
David Ruiz Martínez
UX / CX Director SNCF 
Connect & Tech

Design Strategy was based on: 

• Building-up a global Vision and Design Principles from the very beginning of the 
project. Make them operational. Make them universal.

• Planning a preliminary POC to validate first Design assumptions and Tech solutions.

• Defining a continuous, iterative, flexible, open and adaptable user research 
taking into account the different contexts and needs throughout the service 
conception.

• Constant prototyping.

• Optimizing Design teams’ operations within an adaptative organisation.

• Taking into account accessibility and sustainability by default.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
he shared with us his approach and experiences in redesigning the SNCF Connect app. The challenge was to integrate two popular apps for long- and short-distance travel.The amount of user research was really impressive: more than 7000 users were involved through various forms of qualitative and quantitative research spread over several years. Yet this was no guarantee of success because at the launch the new app received a lot of criticism because the concept was so radically different that existing users had to get used to it.
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Moving UX Upstream to Strategy
Rebecca Blum UX 
Strategy Lead 
Google

The 5S framework

• Skills

• Story

• Substance

• Systems

• Structure
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SkillsDefining success vs Executing, Pixels vs ExperienceStoryCollaboration is the future – Business-Employees-UsersSubstanceWhat are we changing today?Time framed goal focus – Broadening horizon to the whole ecosystemSystemsJourney maps safe time – Illustrate quicky with created componentsStructureFrom person to team. Mapping decision making. Be intentional



Design Leadership for Sustainable, 
Meaningful and Inclusive Transformation
Dr. Giulia Calabretta
Author, Assoc. Professor 
Delft Univ. Technology

Increasing the impact of design is a marathon, not a sprint

• The power of a vision

• Time spent on planning

• A smart use of collaboration

• Leadership as a balancing act
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The power of a visionShared goalTime spent on planningA structured planA smart use of collaborationCollaboration as a toolLeadership as a balancing actAdaptive leadership
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Conducting Complex Generative 
Research Remotely
Veronika Ji 
Assoc. Strategy Director 
frog

Evolution of Design Research

• Era 1 – Becoming Digital - The 1990’s 
– Shadowing & Shop-along
– In-context interview
– Diary study

• Era 2 – Building Systems – Early-To-Mid 2000’s
– Performance Metrics Analysis
– Concept test

• Era 3 – Being Designerly – Late 2000’s – 2010’s
– Cognitive walk-through
– Participatory design
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Framework for Psychological Safety 
in High-Performing Teams
Chrissy Welsh-Tiggeloven
Director 
Deloitte Digital

If you're in the business of product, innovation & creativity, 
psychological safety brings with it many benefits

• Innovation 

• Creativity

• Learning
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• Culture

• Success

• Revenue

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating and maintaining a high performing team needs fast learning, creativity, innovation, the ability to make mistakes & move on, & to speak out against issues. Without it your team cannot perform.InnovationSense of humor increases as does problem solving and opposable thought, which are the underlying processes for creativity and innovation. (Carmeli & Gittell, 2009)CultureCompanies that hope to retain their talent should invest in their team by maintaining a healthy culture of openness and safety. (Detert & Edmondson) CreativityWhen the workplace is safe but stimulating groups can sustain the creative phases of growth. (Delizonna, 2017 )SuccessIndividuals become open minded, robust, driven, and determined when they feel safe. (Delizonna, 2017 )LearningLearning from failure is also a trait of pioneering companies who innovate at speed. (Edmondson & Cannon, 2005)RevenueIn companies where psychological safety was present it was seen to be positively corelated to firm impact in two areas including return on assets and process innovation. (Baer & Frese, 2003)
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Designing What’s Next: 
From AI to the Metaverse
Nur Karadeniz
Group Director 
Publicis Sapient

• Intelligently evolving products and services

• User research does not finish in discovery

• Forecasting the future needs

• Making intelligence fun and shortcutting user journeys

• Educating stakeholders about building deeper relationships 
is far more valuable than having short ROIs
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Opportunities to build new relationships, new ways of interacting with consumers and evolve products and service together with consumers.It’s not an effort, it’s about enjoymentIt’s not about the brands, it’s social experiencesIt’s not about tomorrow, it’s right nowIt’s not serious, it’s a gameIt’s not about forcing behaviour change, it’s about introducing play to our lives again
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
InspirationGiving consumers an enhanced experience with new ways of interacting, new places, new products...EntertainmentEngaging with consumers through entertainment : games, concerts, party, sport,...EducationLearning about brands, products, application,...PersonalizationThe Metaverse is a new forum for self expression and creativity. Not only for users to get a unique experience but also to be able to chose and personalize products.EmpowermentNew ways of shopping, purchasing and owning. Consumer’s pride in exclusive pieces but also giving consumers a voice.SharingBeing part of a digital community. Interact and share experience with people in the metaverse.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DESIGN LEDDesign process to understand the data you need to solve problemsWhat do you wish you knew about each customer?How do we learn user’s intent, context and attitudes?What new services would bring value to the user?How would you flex experiences for each consumer?INTERVENTIONDATA LEDData Exploration to discover patterns that can inform new servicesWhat unique customers insights do we have?What new data is needed to anticipate changes?How can we incorporate new data sources?How do we build millions of segments of one?PREDICTION
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Designing What’s Next: 
From AI to the Metaverse
Angel Brown 
Group Director 
Digitas Health

• Next Best Action

• Conversational AI

• Content Creation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What’s real and what notOpt out buttonImportance of playEnjoyable momentsExploring complexity
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Using a graph, Angel showed that artificial intelligence is developing exponentially compared to human intelligence. It is expected that around 2045 the capabilities of an intelligent computer will exceed those of the human brain.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Machine Learning is a form of A.I. that ensures that digital services become increasingly personal. As a designer, you no longer design the 'page' but the 'mechanism' and the 'elements' with which M.L. will realize that personal experience. M.L. can use a wide variety of parameters that determine the who, what, where, when, why and how. 



Designing AI-Driven 
Healthcare Experiences
Thomas Prangenberg
Head of Product Design 
Boehringer Ingelheim

Principles

• Design for all

• Seamless experiences

• Build trust
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Design: the purpose or intention that exists behind an action, fact, or material object.It doesn’t matter how well you solve your problem if you have the wrong problem. Product-Market-Fit Desirability, Viability and Feasibility
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Designing for Future 
Customer Engagement
Paul-Jervis Heath 
Founding Partner & Chief Creative Officer 
Modern Human

Successfully navigating the future requires a rigourus and 
systematic approach for understanding it

• Horizon SCANNING

• ASSESSING the future trajectory and velocity of trends

• PREDICTING a realistic future

• ENVISIONING products and services in that future
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The approach Paul uses to innovate consists of the four steps: scanning, assessing, predicting and envisioning. His starting point is to gain inspiration by immersing himself in cultures or markets that are leading the way, such as South Korea. This allows you to observe whether early signals develop further into new trends.He then looks at how the trends relate to each other and how they influence each other. For example, self-driving cars allow you to design houses differently, so there is more space in cities that you can then use for other purposes. But also people who drive cars professionally lose their jobs, creating unemployment that you can absorb with a basic income.Too early? Is it a good idea? Can we keep up?
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Preparing Your Design Organization 
to Shape the Future
Dr. Eva Deckers
Design Director 
Philips

• Create and execute strategy

• Defend and evolve

• What not to do

• Modular-scalable-seamless

• Configure, not customize

• Virtual connected to learn and design for the user

• Customer benefit

• Cocreate the future in context with your design skills

• Invest in capability: make it scale 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Design visions are beautiful, potentially useless if not going hand in hand with strategyYour design skills, applied in context, are your biggest asset for shaping the futureDevelop your design capability to match the desired future, do first things first
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CoreDesigning for modular and configurable solutionsEmergingDesigning for evolving experiencesFutureDesigning for sustainable impact



Conference Theme Analysis
Karine Cardona 
Senior Analyst 
Forrester

• Nurture talents

• Be a good leader

• Value failure

• Decentralize organizations

• Work with tangible information

• Importance of collaboration

• Design for a more complex world

• Humanize the experience
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• More efficiently multitasking

• Have a plan

• Moving from ideas

• Talk business, sustainable money

• Configure vs customize

• Co-creation in context

• Pick constrains and play around

• Enable designers to try new things
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Thank you!
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